release. The song writers would soon find that producing junky Christmas tunes and cosying up to DJs from top radio stations advanced their careers more than composing proper music. It is not so funny that, in the real world of science, dodgy evaluation criteria such as impact factors and citations are dominating minds, distorting behaviour and determining careers.
Modern science, particularly biomedicine, is being damaged by attempts to measure the quantity and quality of research. Scientists are ranked according to these measures, a ranking that impacts on funding of grants, competition for posts and promotion. The measures seemed, at first rather harmless, but, like cuckoos in a nest, they have grown into monsters that threaten science itself. Already, they have produced an "audit society" [2] in which scientists aim, and indeed are forced, to put meeting the measures above trying to understand nature and disease.
The journals are evaluated according to impact factors, and scientists and departments assessed according to the impact factors of the journals they publish in. Consequently, over the last twenty years a scientist's primary aim has been downgraded from doing science to producing papers and contriving to get them into the "best" journals they can [3] . Now there is a new trend: the idea is to rank scientists by the numbers of citations their papers receive. Consequently, I predict that citation-fishing and citation-bartering will become major pursuits.
Impact factors and citations
The impact factor of a journal reflects the number of times the average article is cited in the two years following publication [4, 5] . Of course, there is some correlation between the quality of the work being assessed and the impact factor of the journal that publishes it, but, even so, there are many faults with this measure [6] . Note particularly that it is not the impact factor of your paper that is being added up, it is that of the journal [7] . Your paper may There is another kind of justice than the justice of number……. There is a justice of newborn worlds which cannot be counted. [1] It is fun to imagine song writers being assessed in the way that scientists are today. Bureaucrats employed by DAFTA (Ditty, Aria, Fugue and Toccata Assessment) would count the number of songs produced and rank them by which radio stations they were played on during the first two weeks after
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prove to be wrong and to have diverted and wasted the efforts of hundreds of scientists, but it will still look good on your CV and may land you a job. Truly original work usually takes longer than two years to be appreciated -the most important paper in biology of the 20th century was cited rarely for the first ten years [8] . An article by Ed Lewis [9] , the keystone of the work that won him the Nobel Prize in 1995, was quoted little in the first two years and took six more to reach its peak rate of citations.
Crucially, impact factors are distorted by positive feedback -many citations are not based on reading the paper but by reading other papers, particularly reviews. One study even suggested that, of cited articles, only some 20% had actually been read [10] . Consider the 48 citations of one of our articles [11] , only eight of which are appropriate to what is actually reported, leaving 40 that are either plain wrong (3) or incidental (37) -for these 37 a different article either could or should have been cited. Thus it may be that, in general, citations are determined more by visibility and convenience than by the content or quality of the work.
Nevertheless, citations are now being used to make quantitative comparisons between scientists. The 'H-index' [5] measures the total number of papers a scientist has authored and the number of citations those papers have received. If, over a lifetime of research, you have authored 50 papers that have been cited 50 or more times, then your H-index is 50. At least this measure relates to the papers themselves, which may be cited often and over many years, even if they were published in journals with low impact factors.
The use of both the H-index and impact factors to evaluate scientists has increased unethical behaviour: it rewards those who gatecrash their names on to author lists. This is very common, even standard, with many people authoring papers whose contents they are largely a stranger to. There are several methods; perhaps by providing a reagent, by some kind of horse-trading between group leaders, or by the misuse of authority or power -often involving the exploitation of young scientists [12] , for example, when group leaders place their names on projects initiated, executed and written up by junior members of their groups. This practice can strike back when there is a case of fraud or error, but then the senior scientists tend to claim that they were too distant from the experiments to be able to detect the danger. Note, however, that science prizes are rarely, if ever, refused because of a similar distance from the key experiments!
Changes in behaviour
Unfortunately, the use of these measures is having damaging effects on perceptions and on behaviour; these I list below. Please note that I am not saying that all science has gone rotten, I am describing trends and extremes; there are many principled researchers and teachers, but they are having an increasingly difficult time.
First, there is the nature of scientific reporting. It has become vital to get papers into high impact-factor journals; just one such paper can change the prospects of a postdoc from nonexistent to substantial (because of the weight put on such papers by grant-awarding bodies). Two or three such papers can make the difference between unemployment and tenure. These facts have cut a swathe through scientific thinking like a forest fire, turning our thoughts and efforts away from scientific problems and solutions, and towards the process of submission, reviewing and publication. Grisly stories of papers that have been bounced down a cascade of journals from high impact factor to lower and lower ones are now the main dish of scientific discourse. It is not unusual for a scientist to spend as much as a year trying to get a paper first past editors and then reviewers, and if rejected, recrafting the paper to get round the more trenchant criticisms, writing tortuously argued rebuttals, and then hounding editors to find a more sympathetic reviewer. If these tactics fail with one journal, they doggedly re-enter battle with the next. This is a massive waste of time and energy that, even so, can bring career rewards. Therefore, I would like the granting agencies to investigate the time and effort leaders of the groups that they fund are spending on this paper chase -for these agencies are largely responsible for it. Would it not make more sense if, from the beginning, a paper were sent to a journal that was likely to accept it? The idea that one should treat publication as some kind of all-comers boxing challenge is relatively recent.
Second, trying to meet the measures involves changing research strategy: risks should not be taken as this can mean long periods trying out new things, good for the originality of research but bad if a grant has to be renewed. Follow fashion and work in crowded halls -in there you can at least count on being noticed, whereas if you venture into the unknown you risk interesting no one. A paper in a new subject will ring no bells in the heads of editors and they know, if they select the paper for review, it may be difficult to find referees. Link or pretend to link your work to medicine, as the huge medical literature can yield many citations for any paper published in a prominent journal (editors are not unaware of this as one of their remits is to increase the impact factor of their own journal). For the same reasons, choose the most popular species; it may be easier to publish unsound but trendy work on humans than an incisive study on a zebrafish.
Third, there is the presentation of the results: hype your work, slice the findings up as much as possible (four papers good, two papers bad), compress the results (most top journals have little space, a typical Nature letter now has the density of a black hole), simplify your conclusions but complexify the material (more difficult for reviewers to fault it!), mine rich sources of data, even if they lack originality. Most damagingly, I find it has become profitable to ignore or hide results that do not fit with the story being sold -a mix of evidence tends to make a paper look messy and lower its appeal.
Fourth, there is the way that science is done and papers are authored. These measures are pushing people into having larger groups. It is a simple matter of arithmetic. Since the group leader authors all the papers, the more people, the more papers. If a larger proportion of young scientists in a larger group fail, as I suspect, this is not recorded. And because no account is taken of wasted lives and broken dreams, these failures do not make a group leader look less productive. I believe the need to maximise publications is also causing students to be treated more like technicians. Thus, increasingly, students are told what to do, so they miss out on learning how to become researchers. Also, group leaders often write up their students' work: if the writer is not fully aware of the results or exactly how they were obtained this can conveniently permit a more adventurous interpretation of the data. Ignorance can be turned into bliss if the outcome is publication in a higher impact journal. The downside is that papers may be less truthful, not something that is easily measured. Certainly, the student does not get a proper education and may not find his or her PhD period enjoyable -however, even this can be advantageous for the group leader, as that student is less likely to go on and become a competitor! Fifth, leaving your lab to network is being rewarded; it can pay to build tacit webs of mutual support amongst colleagues, some of whom will review your papers. Attending many meetings, giving lectures and networking can raise your profile in the minds of editors (who frequently attend these meetings) and who may therefore be more likely to send your paper out to review, quantitatively their most important decision. (In the top journals 90-95% of submitted manuscripts are rejected by editors but 30-50% of reviewed papers are eventually accepted). It is no wonder that some of our most successful scientists spend bizarre amounts of their time touring.
Sixth, there is an unexpected effect [13] . The struggle to survive in modern science, the open and public nature of that competition, and the advantages bestowed on those who are prepared to show off and to exploit others have acted against modest and gentle people of all kinds -yet there is no evidence, presumption or likelihood that less pushy people are less creative. As less aggressive people are predominantly women [14, 15] it should be no surprise that, in spite of an increased proportion of women entering biomedical research as students, there has been little, if any, increase in the representation of women at the top [16] . Gentle people of both sexes vote with their feet and leave a profession that they, correctly, perceive to discriminate against them [17] . Not only do we lose many original researchers, I think science would flourish more in an understanding and empathetic workplace.
Who is to blame and what to do?
The main villains are fashion, the management cult and the politics of our time, all of which favour numerical evaluation of 'performance' and reward compliance. Over recent years, within governments and outside them, people have lost sight of the primary purposes of institutions, and a growing obsession with internal processes has driven more and more bureaucracy -such as increasingly complex grant applications and baroque research assessment exercises -at the expense of research effort. This bureaucracy is placing heavy demands on scientists that lay waste their sense of purpose and attack their self-esteem. But scientists of all ranks, senior as well as junior, are also to blame as we have meekly allowed this to happen. But can we now start to fight back? We need to raise awareness of the problems and make changes locally. For example, appointment committees need to keep uppermost in their minds that they are not hiring a number but a person with a mix of abilities, of which, in research, originality is the most important. I am not alone in thinking that originality is not measured by the impact factors of journals or past citations to the author (see http://voltaire. members.beeb.net/goodscience. htm). Some centralised measures may be helpful for comparison across a country, or even worldwide but they should not be overvalued, as they are now. For hiring, promotion and tenure one should find out more about the candidate, for example by reading their work, or listening to their lecture.
To improve the standard of behaviour, I think we need a code of ethics as well as some means to enforce it, especially with regard to publication -at the moment people are not agreed on what is good or even acceptable practice, for example, in authorship. The crucial problem is, I think, annexation of intellectual property, which is often sanctioned by the scientific community and actually promoted by granting agencies (for example, I did not author my graduate student's paper in a high impact journal and, as a result, my University cannot use that paper in its Research Assessment Exercise). A public discussion on what justifies authorship would therefore be a good start. There are also difficulties with the assessment of manuscripts: anonymous referees who murder papers for gain, who take advantage of privileged information or who share the contents of reviewed papers with others should be held to account. Authors who feel they have been cheated of opportunity have no resource but to try another journal, even though the delay may prove fatal for the paper and kill their prospects of employment or support. What can an author do for redress, if they feel a reviewer or a journal mishandles their paper? At the moment, a journal can accept a paper, ask an author to spend weeks revising it, fix a publication date, send proofs and then pull the paper (it happened to me with Science). One possible approach might be for the large granting agencies to set up an Ombudsman, to whom those who feel they have been wronged by maladministration could appeal. It is time to help the pendulum of power swing back to favour the person who actually works at the bench and tries to discover things.
